User-generated reviews of products or services provide valuable information to customers. However, it is often impossible to read each of the potentially thousands of reviews: it would therefore save valuable time to provide short summaries of their contents. We address opinion summarization, a multi-document summarization task, with an unsupervised abstractive summarization neural system. Our system is based on (i) a language model that is meant to encode reviews to a vector space, and to generate fluent sentences from the same vector space (ii) a clustering step that groups together reviews about the same aspects and allows the system to generate summary sentences focused on these aspects. Our experiments on the Oposum dataset empirically show the importance of the clustering step.
Introduction
Nobody reads all available user-generated comments about products they might buy. Summarizing reviews in a short paragraph would save valuable time, as well as provide better insights into the main opinions of previous buyers. In addition to traditional difficulties of summarization, the specific setting of opinion summarization faces the entanglement of multiple facets in reviews: polarity (including contradictory opinions), aspects, tone (descriptive, evaluative).
Obtaining large parallel corpora for opinion summarization is costly and makes unsupervised methods attractive. Very recently, a neural method for unsupervised multi-document abstractive summarization was proposed by Chu and Liu (2019, Meansum) , based on an auto-encoder which is given the average encoding of all documents at inference time. Major limitations identified by the authors of this work are factual inaccuracies and * Work done at Naver Labs Europe. the inability to deal with contradictory statements. We argue that this can be attributed to feeding the decoder the summation of sentence representations in the embedding space, which is not equivalent to the average meaning representation of all the input sentences.
In this paper, we present a work in progress that investigates better ways of aggregating sentence representations in a way that preserves semantics. While available gold summaries might be expensive to acquire, we leverage more attainable training signals such as a small amount of sentiment and aspect annotations. We adopt a strategy based on a language model -used both for encoding reviews and for generating summaries -and aspectaware sentence clustering. This clustering ensures coverage of all relevant aspects and allows the system to generate independently a sentence for each aspect mentioned in reviews. Our system proceeds by projecting reviews to a vector space, clustering them according to their main aspect, and generating one sentence for each cluster that has been discovered. Our experiments, performed on the Oposum dataset (Angelidis and Lapata, 2018) , demonstrate the importance of the clustering step and assess the effect of leveraging aspect information to improve clustering.
Related Work
Since obtaining large parallel corpora for opinion summarization is costly, a line of work has focused on unsupervised methods. Proposals in unsupervised opinion summarization include both extractive and abstractive methods. Unsupervised extractive summarization methods consists in selecting the most salient sentences from a text. Saliency can be quantified with the centroid method Gholipour Ghalandari, 2017; Rossiello et al., 2017) , which consists in computing vector representations for sentences and selecting which sentences are the closest to their centroid, and thus the most representative of the set. Other proposals make use of the PageRank algorithm (Mihalcea and Tarau, 2004; Erkan and Radev, 2004) to compute sentence saliency. The weakly supervised method of Angelidis and Lapata (2018) uses a pretrained polarity classifier and an aspect-based autoencoder to compute the saliency of reviews segments.
On the other hand, non-neural abstractive methods are based on graphs (Ganesan et al., 2010; Nayeem et al., 2018) . They consist in constructing a graph whose nodes are words and extract paths that correspond to valid sentences. 1 This work is inspired by the Meansum model (Chu and Liu, 2019) , which leverages an encoder-decoder trained using self-supervision with a sentence reconstruction objective to reconstruct each of the input sentences. It performs summarization by averaging the encoded vectors of each input sentence and feeding them to the pre-trained decoder to generate a summary out of them. The main difference with that work is our use of an LSTM instead of a auto-encoder, and in particular experimenting with different ways of aggregating the documents.
Proposed Model
Each product p is associated with a set of reviews represented by a set of sentences S (p) = {s (p) 1 , . . . s (p) n }. The task consists in predicting a set of sentences (under a word budget) that contains the important information in S (p) . Ideally, a good summary should cover all aspects (e.g. price, quality, ease of use) mentioned in reviews, and express judgements that are consistent with those in Each of these modules has a wide range of possible instantiations. In the next four paragraphs, we describe the architecture we implemented for each step.
RNN Language Model
The main module of our model is a standard LSTM trained with a language model objective. We construct a representation for a sentence s by running the LSTM on the sentence and retrieving the last LSTM state h.
Sentence clustering
We use a function f aspect that associates a sentence vector representation h to an aspect identifier a ∈ {1, . . . , n}, where n is the total number of aspects. Many possibilities exist to instantiate f aspect , ranging from unsupervised topic modelling (Latent Dirichlet Allocation, Blei et al., 2003) , or unsupervised aspect extraction (Aspectbased Autoencoder, He et al., 2017) , to weakly supervised approaches (Multi-seed Aspect Extractor, Angelidis and Lapata, 2018) . In this paper, we use a supervised aspect classifier to instantiate f aspect , trained jointly with the language model. This choice requires annotated data.
We score possible aspects with a single linear layer followed by a softmax activation: 2
where W (A) is a parameter matrix, and h i is the LSTM sentence encoding.
For comparison purposes, we also experiment with k-means clustering, an unsupervised method whose only hyperparameter is a predefined number of clusters.
Constructing cluster representations
For
containing pairs made of a sentence and its vector representation, we need to compute a single representation h (a) that retain most important information from the original sentences. To do so, we first select the most salient sentences from the cluster, and then compute the centroid of selected sentences.
Following Angelidis and Lapata (2018) , we use the output of a polarity classifier to define saliency. In particular, we define the saliency score sal for a single sentence s as the prediction confidence of the classifier:
where W (P ol) is a parameter matrix. Finally, we prune the cluster C to the k most salient sentences C ⊂ C, and compute their centroid:
This method can be seen as a form of hard attention, where a few items are attended to, whereas the majority does not participate in the final representation.
Generating summary sentences
The last step of the summary construction process consists in generating a sentence per cluster. We do so by initializing the language model LSTM with the cluster representation c a , and performing decoding in the same fashion as a translation model (without attention).
Our decoding method is based on top-k sampling decoding (Fan et al., 2018) , i.e. at each time step, we extract the k most probable next tokens, renormalize their probabilities and sample from the resulting distribution. We perform top-k sampling decoding K times. We then rerank the K generated sentences according to the cosine similarity of their representation, as computed by the LSTM, to the cluster representation c a . This process makes sure that non-relevant sampled sentences are rejected and is meant to improve the semantic similarity between the centroid of the cluster and the generated sentence.
Multi-Task Training Objective
We train the model using a multitask learning (MTL, Caruana, 1997) objective. We jointly optimize a language modelling objective, as well as the two supervised classification task (aspect and polarity):
where w n 0 is a sentence, y p is its polarity label, y a is its aspect labels. In some experiments, we only use the language modelling objective (we optimize L lm instead of L MTL ). It is important to note here that while our method uses an MTL objective, it does not require aspect and polarity annotations for the input summaries but rather a small number of annotated examples for training. For the rest of the dataset (not annotated with aspect nor polarity) our model shifts training to solely a language modeling objective.
Experiments
Dataset We perform experiments on the Oposum dataset (Angelidis and Lapata, 2018) . This dataset contains 3, 461, 603 Amazon reviews for 6 types of products, extracted from the Amazon Product Dataset (McAuley et al., 2015) . We use the raw reviews from Oposum to train the language models (separately for each product type). For each product type, small subsets of reviews are annotated with aspects (1400 sentences), polarities (330 sentences) which we use to train our polarity and aspect classifiers. We use the 10 gold summaries (per product type) additionally provided in the dataset for final evaluation. To train the sentiment and aspect classifiers, we use respectively the development and test sets from Oposum as train and development sets. 3 We split the polarity annotated sets into a train (90%) and development set (10%).
Protocol and hyperparameters To optimize the objective function in Section 3.5, at each training step, we sample a batch of sentences and perform an update on the language modelling loss (L lm ), then sample a batch of sentences (from the annotated subset) and perform an update on one of the supervised classification losses ( L polarity on even steps, aspect L aspect on odd steps). For the language model, we use a 2-layer monodirectional LSTM with state size 1000 and randomly initialized word embeddings of size 200. Minibatches have size 10 for the language modelling objective and size 8 for aspect and polarity classification. For the k-means clustering method we set the number of clusters to 8. For the aspectbased clustering we do a grid search over different pruning sizes (16, 100) . Finally, at inference time using top-k with re-ranking we set k = 20 and K = 10 (see Section 3.4). For each product type we run the training process with 2 different seeds and the inference process with 3 different seeds. The results 5 reported are the mean and the std of the 6 train/inference combinations.
External comparisons As a baseline, we use a publicly available implementation 4 (Barrios et al., 2016) of the TextRank algorithm (Mihalcea and Tarau, 2004) . We also compare to the results of the extractive system of Angelidis and Lapata (2018) .
Model variations
We experiment with four variations of the model:
• No clustering, L lm training objective: the summary is generated from the centroid representation of all reviews (as in the Meansum model); • K-means, L lm training objective;
• K-means, L MTL objective, this setting assess whether k-means clustering provides better information when the LSTM is trained to incorporate aspect information in its representations (via MTL training); • Aspect prediction clustering, L MTL .
Results and discussion
We present results in Tables 1 and 2. We report ROUGE-1, ROUGE-2 and ROUGE-L F scores (Lin, 2004) as computed by the py-rouge package implementation of ROUGE. 5 First we observe that clustering reviews and generating a review sentence per cluster (Kmeans) provides a huge benefit over generating a full summary from the centroid of all reviews (Mean), as also done by the MeanSum model. Using Kmeans clustering with a model trained with multitask learning (Kmeans+MTL) has no effect over the quality of the summaries. Furthermore, we observe that clustering reviews based on the aspect classifier provides a small improvement (+0 to +4 ROUGE-L over K-means clustering). This model outperforms the Textrank baseline on all metrics.
We report in Table 2 the results published by Angelidis and Lapata (2018) on the Oposum dataset. Our system falls short of matching their results. However, the Oposum gold summaries are extractive, and thus are biased towards extractive methods.
Overall, we also observe that our ROUGE-2 metric is quite low in absolute value, with scores ranging around 0.05. However, those results are consistent with other published results in unsupervised abstractive summarization (on other datasets), e.g. Chu and Liu (2019) . This might be related to the fact that the language model is good, so it uses on-topic words (Rouge-1) and does so in the correct order (Rouge-L); but the broader sense of what is being said might not necessarily match with reference summaries.
Conclusion
We have presented an unsupervised opinion summarization method, based on language modelling and aspect-based clustering. Preliminary experiments showed the benefits of clustering review sentences into meaningful groups, instead of aggregating them into a single vector as done by the MeanSum model, thus addressing an important limitation of that model. Furthermore, our experiments showed that incorporating aspect information, as predicted by a supervised classifier is beneficial to opinion summarization, and leverages only a small amount of annotated data that is easier to acquire than parallel summarization data.
